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TEST 11_ 300310 

 I. (1-10) Choose the word or phrase that best fits the blank space in each 

sentence: 

    1/ Islamic people usually go to the ___________  to  pray . 

A. pagoda             B. mosque            C. temple             D. church 

    2/ The English 9 textbook _____________  of ten units . 

A. comprises          B. includes             C. has D.  consists 

    3/ You must leave now _________  you will be late for school. 

A. if           B. unless            C. and                      D. or 

    4/ There __________  a lake in this area. 

A. used to be       B. used to being       C. used to have       D. are used to be        

    5/ _____________ have you known him? 

A. How often         B. How long              C. How long ago              D. When 

   6/  Sailors from Genoa in Italy wore clothes which __________  from Jean. 

A. were made             B. was made              C. were making              D.  made              

   7/  She described herself ___________ a fashion designer . 

A. by            B. in          C. as       D. from 

   8/ Tourists were really impressed ___________  the beauty of the city 

A. by             B. on               C. about           D. with 

   9/ She has taught English here  __________  10 years. 

A. in            B. for            C. since       D. from 

   10/ “ Hello. You must be Maryam.” – “  _________________ . “  

A. That’s right, I am        B. No, I am  Maryam        

C. Yes, please                  D.  Yes, here’s Lan. 
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Answer:  

     1/ _____        2/ _____        3/ _____          4/ _____             5/ _____   

     6/ _____       7/ _____         8/ _____          9/ _____           10/ _____   

 

II. (11-12)  Choose the underlined word or phrase(A,B,C, or D) that needs 

correcting: 

    11/ I’m very pleasant that we’re going to be pen pal. 

                              A                 B                  C   D 

    12/ When the phone rang, we had our dinner with the  Smiths . 

              A                                     B                      C             D 

Answer: 

     11/ _____        12/ _____         

 

III. (13-16) Use the correct tense or form of the verbs in parentheses.   

    13/ Mariam and Lan __________  pen pals for over two years. ( be) 

    14/ Mary is the one in the corner  ____________  Jeans. ( wear) 

    15/ This test must __________  carefully. ( do) 

    16/ Wearing uniforms ___________  students to be proud of their school. 

(incourage) 

Answer: 

     1/ _____        2/ _____        3/ _____          4/ _____              

 

IV. (17-22)  Use the correct form of the words in parentheses: 

    17/ Viet Nam has a  ___________ climate. ( tropics) 

    18/ Fashion __________ want to change the traditional  Ao dai.   ( design) 

    19/ Don’t wear that dress. It is  __________  for a funeral. ( suit) 
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    20/ Her charity work is an __________ to us all  . ( inspire) 

    21/ The company is investing $ 10 million to _________  its factories. ( modern) 

    22/ It’s _________ for students to wear uniform at school. ( compel) 

Answer: 

     1/ _____        2/ _____        3/ _____          4/ _____           5/ _____    6/ _____   

 

V. (23-28) Choose the word or phrase that best fits the blank space in the 

following passage: 

        Not so long (23) _________, in many countries, children went to school 

wearing a school uniform. Boys wore a white shirt and a tie, a dark jacket, gray pants 

and black shoes. Girls (24) _________ to wear a white blouse and a dark, knee-

length (25) _________.  Today, in many countries, students have a very different 

kind of uniform. They wear tennis shoes, jeans and a T-shirt.(26) _________  a hot 

day students might even come to class in a pair of shorts. Teachers in the past could 

never have allowed these students into their class. Then, The men teachers used to 

wear a suit and tie, and most (27) _________ teachers wore a dress or skirt. But 

when you look inside a classroom today, It is sometimes (28)___________ to tell 

who are the teachers and who are the students! 

      

23/ A. time B. before   C. after               D. ago 

24/ A. shirt   B. had                C. used                    D. ought 

25/ A. shirt           B. skirt                  C. pant                D. dress 

26/ A. on                 B. in                   C. at                        D. for 

27/ A. men           B. women        C. woman          D. girl 

28/ A. difficult      B. easy                      C. uneasy          D. possible 
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Answer: 

1/ _____        2/ _____        3/ _____          4/ _____             5/ _____        6/ _____   

 

 

VI. (29-32) Read the dialogue and then decide whether the statements that 

follow are true or false. Write True or False in your answersheet: 

    

The Great Wall of China, one of the greatest wonders of the world, was enlisted in 

The World Heritage by UNESCO in 1987. Just like a gigantic dragon, The Great 

Wall winds up and down across deserts, grasslands, mountains and plateaus 

stretching approximately 6,700 kilometers (4,163miles) from east to west of China. 

With a history of more than 2000 years, some of the sections of the Great Wallare 

now in ruins or even entirely disappeared. However, It is still one of the most 

appealing attractions all around the world owing to its architectural grandeur and 

historical significance. 

       

 True False 

29/ The Great Wall of China is about 4,163Km ____ 

 

____ 

 

30/ The Great Wall is one of the greatest wonders of the world. ____ 

 

____ 

 

31/ Nobody knows when it began to be build. ____ 

 

____ 

 

32/ According to the passage, it looks like a huge dragon. ____ 

 

____ 
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VII. (33-36) Rewrite the sentences so that they are nearest in meaning to the 

sentence printed  before them. 

    33/We should brush our teeth carefully after meals. 

        Our _______________________________________________________ 

    34/  He is no longer late for class.   

        He used ____________________________________________________ 

    35/ What a pity I live far from my school. 

        I wish ______________________________________________________ 

    36/ We started learning English four years ago.  

       We have  ____________________________________________________    

     


